In his paper. Some Modules in the Theory of Cyclotomic Fields [2], Iwasawa obtained the remarkable theorem that the quotient of the /?-adic cyclotomic units by the completion of the circular units is isomorphic to the quotient of the group ring by the Stickleberger ideal. He then used this to deduce some interesting global results, the most striking of which is an explanation of the plus part of the analytic class number formula under the assumption that the class group at the first layer is cyclic, together with a regularity assumption .
(i) S(s)(i-(i-jy)=2*(W(i-r)), ( 
2) %(f){l-(l-T)p) = ][f(l-S(l-T)), ?
where f runs over thepth roots of unity p Let Proof. By (6) we see immediately that
It follows from Lemma 2 that T= R(l -T). To be sure Tis not a torsion module, suppose co(l -T) -0. Evaluating we deduce tof" = 0 for all n > 0, but this implies co 3^ = 0 which implies co = 0.
Corollary. Z)cV= "(and in fact the mapf\-> Df® f is an R-module isomorphism T^T® Tp(G).
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Proof. The first assertion follows from the theorem, the fact that 73(1 -T) = -(1 -T) (7) and compactness. The second assertion follows from (7) Proof. As (1 -T) E t31t°, we only need check that 9H0 is the inverse image of 'V under the map/i-> (1 -tp/p)Log(/).
However, using (3) and (6) 
III. The image of the circular units. Let C" denote the completion in 3>* of the group of circular units in Q(pp»+\). Thus C" is generated topologically by the elements
with a E Z*. Let C° = C" n (7". Let 6 = Lim C" considered as a subgroup of 91L and G° = 6 n 91L°. It follows that S0 s Lim C"°. Clearly S° is an Ä-submodule of 9H° generated over R by the 
By Proposition 5 (1 -aa(a))(l -<p)o(r)l,-f, = (l -ao(a))(6*U = ((l-ao(a))6*(l-T))\x_t as (1 -ao(a))0* = ((1 -aa-\a))B)* E R. It follows that (1 -aa(a))(l -<p)8(T) = (1 -ao(a))0*(l -T).
Thus (1 -<p)8G° is the span of (1 -ao(a))0*c\rwhich is c^T. The proposition now follows immediately from Theorem 3. Now for each integer n there is an automorphism co -* co(«) of R characterized by
It is not hard to see that R/I®Tp(Gm)^R/l(-l).
Hence we deduce from the above theorem and the corollary to Theorem 3.
Corollary.
T/(l-cp/p)Log(e°)SjR/S*(-l).
Finally using this and Theorem 4 we deduce Proof. This follows from (*), (**) and the plus part of the analytic class number formula.
Theorem 10. Suppose Gal(L/K)+ = 0 then L = K({(eay/p"+':n s* 0, e E C"+ ; a E R, a(S*(-l))+ Ep"R}) (here C"+ denotes the plus part of the global circular units).
Proof. This follows from Theorm 7, the fact that under these assumptions A¿ = 0, &+/G+ = 0 and the perfect Kummer pairing
